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Dear Year 6 parents and carers

The Reaside Way:

As we enter another week of home teaching and a partial
school opening. I hope that you are managing to stay
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Year 3 had a wonderful time in their art lesson

safe and well.

this week. We focused on a 'Pop Art' style painting

The COVID-19 pandemic continues to disrupt our children's
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now confirmed that Government primary school tests will

examples back!

education.
not go

of a volcano eruption. Children in school enjoyed

Gavin Williamson, Education Secretary has

co
ahead in

2021.

Children at home

were able to have a go too and we had some lovely

This means that all statutory Key

Stage 2 tests and teacher assessments planned for

summer 2021, including the Key Stage 2 tests in reading
and mathematics, will not take place.

I am sure that this comes as welcome news for children
and parents, as it goes some way to relieving what can
be, a very pressured time for our children.

It also means that staff in school and those delivering
our remote learning, can really move forward with
focusing efforts on delivering our curriculum and

supporting those that need further support/interventions to
effectively catch-up. Rest assured that this is very much
our priority now.

We will continue to keep you as up to date as possible as
we navigate this uncertain and rapidly changing time.
Stay safe

Mrs Wiseman and the Reaside Year 6 team
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Megan in 3D doing some research for our theme
lesson looking at ‘Natural Disasters.’ And below,
Keira G in 3D has finished making Weasley’s
Wizard Wheezes from Harry Potter.

Safeguarding reminder: Remember to report any

safeguarding concerns to the Birmingham CASS
Team 0121 303 1888.
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Year 6 have had a great week, working on converting fractions to decimals in maths, finalising their newspapers
and exploring the work of Carl Linnaeus. They have also been looking into why Florida is the ideal location for

launching rockets into spaces and comparing its geographical features with the West Midlands - impressive stuff!
Look at Harrison B’s cupcakes complete with jellies, Millie B’s independent learning about Ann Frank and Demi W
home baking – What a week!

Year 3 had a wonderful time in forest school this week, they made dens, played hide and seek and played a
game which was similar to bowling! They had so much fun!

Year 5 Theme -This week we found out about volcanoes and made comparisons between Shield volcanoes and
Stratovolcanoes. Commando Joe - This week our mission was to build a bridge so we could roll a ball across it.
We succeeded!

For further information regarding what’s going on at Reaside Academy, please visit our
website – www.reasideacademy.co.uk

Follow us on twitter

If you wish to contact us please email enquiry@reaside.uwmat.co.uk or phone 0121 675 7235.

